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O)J THE DERIVATIVE OF BOUNDED FUNCTIONS

By

w. c. ROYSTER
(Received October 10, 1968)

In the study of extrem~l problems for subclasses of tutivalent fi.mctions there is in most cases a functional relationship betvvecn the univalent
fw1ction, its derivatives and function.; with positive real part. For instance,
ifj(z) is tl.ll.ivalent regular in the unit disk E and starlike with respect to
f(O) then if'(::)/[f(z) - f(O)] =P(z) has positive real part in E . Extremal
p roperties of P(z) are related to extrem3.l properties of f and its derivatives.
For some subclasses of univalent functions the corresponding function
P(z) with positive real part must satisfy side conditions which assign fi.xed
values to P(z) at more than one prescribed point in E. In this note we
wish to consider bounds on IP'(O)j when P(z) satisfies certain constraints.
However, if Re{P(z)}~O in E, then w(z) = [P(z)-P(O)][P(z)+ P(0)]-1 is
bounded [jw(z) j ~ 1] in E and w(O) =0. Also, w'(O)= [2P(0)]- 1 P'(O), hence
it suffices to consider bounds for jw'(O)I.
Let w(z) be bounded, w(O)=O, w'(O)*O, and w(zj)=w;, Wj*O,
j =l, 2, ... , n; w 0 =z0 =0.
THEOREM.

Let w(z) satisjjt the above conditions.
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For n= I , the inequality becomes
(2)

Both ( I) and (2) are sharp.
inequality

lw' (0) I satisfies the

If in addition to z=O, z1 is a fixed point thm

(3)

Proof The function
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is regular c>..nd bounded in E . Now let
/ ( 0)-/(z)
-\'(z) = 1 J(O)f(·~'

(5)

then g is bounded and regular in E, g(0) = 0 and g'(O) = -f(0)/(1-If(O)j 2 ).
Up:>n computing the logarithmic derivative in (3) and setting z=O, we
have
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We take absolute values in (6) and note that I g'(O) I:::;;; 1 and

1/(0) 1= !7n ~w-!..- ,
J- 1 Zj

to obtain (1).

It is easy to see equality is obtained in

(1) and (2) when g(z) =z. For the case n= 1 (inequality (2)), we find the
right side of (2) is sharp for
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(7)
where z 1 is real and w 1 is real and positive and when w 1 is real and negative
we get equality in the left side of (2). For the general case (inequality
(l)) the sharp bound occurs for Zj, Wj real and positive. The bound on the
right side of (2) can be obtained from the well kno\\1t1 bound for the
modulus of a bounded function j(z).
Similar inequalities can be obtained when
]w(z)J< M and z0 -:p0.

w(z)

IS

regular in

lzi<R,

TI1e case n= l has been studied extensively for bounded analytic
functions and bounded univalent fuP.ctions by Robinson2 •
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